
VE Day 75, Friday 8 May 2020 was 
a glorious day. The sun shone 

on the many street parties and bunting 
festooned our roads. 

The air of celebration, tinged 
with remembrance, belied the 
disappointment that so many events 
had been mothballed - our own 
Society’s special exhibition, the long 
planned commemorations at the 
Legion and Visit Knowle’s village 
centre shindig to name but three.

There was an irony that our 
reflection of the ending of World 
War Two in Europe should take 
place in the heart of what has been 
described by some commentators 
as another war – the battle against 
Covid-19.

The necessity to social distance, a 
phrase that has entered the lexicon 
and become well-worn in a matter of 
weeks, could not dim the enthusiasm 
for the parties in our streets. 

The need to stay two metres apart 
from anyone of a different household 
could not dampen the spirits. Voices 
were raised as necessary to sustain 
the communion of neighbours. 

Garden chairs spilled onto 
front drives and even pavements, 
barbecues moved to front lawns, 
cakes were iced, sliced and plated 
whilst glasses were filled and raised 
and lasting memories were made. 
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Knowle Celebrates VE Day 75
The 1940s look in Pettyfields Close with Nicky Evans and Mark Gale           Photo: Elizabeth Webb

The Society’s Meetings and Walks programmes have been suspended until the end of September, at least, as a result 
of the Covid-19 Pandemic, consequently there are no Events for the Diary in this issue. Please check our website for 
announcements about resumption of regular activities.

Events Diary Suspended

See pages 5 to 8
VE Day 75 in KnowlE - SpEcial ‘pull out’
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From the Chairman - Hope for the Future in Knowle
Andrew Marston reflects on finding encouragement in recent events
I ended my last report asking everyone to take care in 
the light of the then pending increase of Coronavirus 
infections and I very much hope that those who did 
suffer are still with us today.  

Needless to say, to anyone among us who has lost 
loved ones, and not just from the virus, during the 
past quarter, my sincere condolences to all in what 
has been a sad and challenging time. 

I recall Sadiq Khan recently saying “hope, we must 
have hope”. This, I feel, is the overriding thought we 
should bear in mind as we now, as I write, appear 
to be seeing lockdown restrictions easing with the 
intent of helping to revive the economy.  

It is very important to try and strike the right 
balance with anything like this. For there, lurking 
in the background, is the ever-present threat of a 
resurgence in infections which might prove to have 
an even greater adverse impact that it did first time 
around.  This, I am sure, we all want to avoid.

A photograph of Knowle village taken from 
somewhere along Warwick Road close to its 
junction with Lodge Road right at start of lockdown 
was used as a backdrop on BBC TV’s lunchtime 
weather forecast – Knowle was absolutely deserted.  
Although showing a peaceful setting, it is a simple 
demonstration of how necessary it became to bring 
Knowle back to life.  

I am sure you all join with me in applauding and 
thanking some of our long-term retail businesses 
which have excelled themselves in the continuing 
provision of their goods through this period.  This has 
enabled us to take the opportunity of using them and 
at the same time help to ensure they will still be here 
when life gets back to ‘normal’ – whatever that may 
prove to be!

The long-promised street-lights have now 
appeared in our much improved High Street. 
Although this may have caused some traffic disruption 
during their installation, the work was undertaken 
between 9.30am and 3.30pm by agreement with 
the Council.  Hopefully, this may even have been 
helpful, by reducing the speed of the traffic flow as 
more pedestrians returned to ‘shop in the village’ 
and needed adequate space for complying safely with 
‘social distancing’.  

Your Society, throughout this time of restrictions, 
has continued – as it will in the future – to 
function, despite the necessity to cancel some of 
our programmed activities and get involved in the 
unplanned. 

I therefore believe that these past months have 
demonstrated that there is indeed ‘hope’ in abundance 
in this corner of Solihull.  I think that my view is 
shared by many, members and non-members alike, 
and that together we will ensure that every effort is 
made for Knowle to be at the forefront of a bright 
future.

Keep well!  
Andrew Marston, 

chairman@knowlesociety.org.uk,
Knowle 774082Fr
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Council team installs new High Street street lamp

Follow your Society’s Lively Facebook Page:
www.facebook.com/KnowleSociety
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Wilson Arms, to be the subject of the Society’s first online Exhibition, here pictured in 2018

Inns & Pubs Exhibition to be Extended and Go Online
in Local History Centre News 

As Knowle Library is still closed for the 
foreseeable future we, in turn, cannot get access 

to the Local History Centre.  However, if anyone has 
queries regarding anything to do with local history, 
please feel free to contact me, details below, and we 
will do our best to help.

In the meantime, the exhibition ‘Inns & Pubs of 
Knowle’ had only been in situ for a very short time 
when Lockdown started, so we have decided that 
when access is available again it will remain on display 
for a further two months.

In addition, we have decided to experiment with 
an electronic version of the exhibition. It is a quite 
large and detailed exhibition so we have decided to 
do it in instalments of one pub at a time starting with 
the Wilson Arms and working our way down the 
High Street.  Hopefully, you will be able to see this 
on the Society’s website, and on Facebook, at some 
time within the next few weeks.

I am sure you will agree that this unprecedented, 
dreadful time we are living through is, in fact, ‘Living 
History’. With this in mind, two members of our 
team are putting together a file of newspaper articles, 
public notices, photographs and anything else that 
we think should be kept in the Knowle archives as a 
record for future generations to look back on.  

If you would like to add something to this file, 
possibly about how you have felt living and surviving 
through recent months, maybe how you think people 
have changed or perhaps a memory or photograph of 
someone you have sadly lost to the virus, then please 
contact me  or pop into the Local History Centre as 
soon as we are open again.

Meanwhile, stay safe everyone and hopefully it 
will not be too long before we see you again.

Janet Eržen, 
 history@knowlesociety.org.uk

Knowle 779040

Local H
istory - Janet Eržen
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Preparing the Village for post-Covid Business Resumption 
and an update from the Airport in Community Services news

Sadly, Coronavirus and lockdown 
hit us, and there is nothing further 

to report on the Council’s intention 
to draw up options for consultation 
to ease the congestion issues on 
Lodge Road, as reported in April. 
The same applies to discussions with 
Visit Knowle and others as to how 
we all could help to regenerate the 
High Street.

In late May, the Council published 
a public document titled Covid-19 
Emergency Walking and Cycling 
measures (for the Borough). 

A resident came across it when 
looking for something else and 
found it included a temporary 
closure of the High Street, which raised alarm bells, 
particularly in Lodge Road as it was felt this would 
further exacerbate the existing traffic problems. 
Many emails and phone calls raised deep concerns 
and were directed to our local ward councillors and 
others.

There were some misconceptions, notably that 
the closure proposal was supported by The Knowle 
Society, which has been acknowledged not to be 
the case.  Subsequently, the Cabinet Member for 
Environment & Highways, Cllr Ken Hawkins, 
decided there should be a consultation on the subject, 
involving the Society and other stakeholders. 

We are all appreciative and thank Cllr Hawkins 
and Cllrs Diana Holl-Allen and Alan Rebeiro for 
their support and words at the Decision Session.

Subsequently, on June 9th, the Society was invited, 
with our councillors and retailer representatives,  to 
participate in a further telephone conference with 
Council officers to consider what measures would 
be appropriate for Knowle, to support economic 
recovery during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

There was a general consensus that the High Street 
would not be closed or traffic diverted but that a 
temporary 20mph zone would be appropriate to 
improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Following this, we received an announcement that: 
“the Council, in partnership with Visit Knowle, will 
be providing support to local retailers and businesses 
to help them re-open to the public safely from the 
15th June. Information signs to remind people about 
the need to follow the Government’s latest social 
distancing advice will also be provided around the 
village.”

You will probably be familiar with these signs and 
markings on pavements by the time you read this.

The Society aims to be constructive and supportive 
of such measures. I think, too, as residents or visitors, 
that now is the time to support the village with our 
custom whilst taking responsibility to keep ourselves 
safe.

Let us hope that traffic and pedestrian flows are 
satisfactorily settled and shops as back to normal as 
they can be by the time you receive this newsletter.

AIRPORT
I took part in a virtual meeting of the Airport 
Consultative Committee (ACC) on June 4th. Nick 
Barton, CEO, gave us an update on the Airport 
which, as you will have noticed, has had very few 
aircraft flying in or out. 

There have been, however, some flights for training 
and also the Forces using the runway. 

He expressed concern, along with others, about 
the quarantine regulations, anticipated at that time, 
for those returning to the UK. 

He also said much has changed within the airport 
to prepare for a restart of air operations along with 
accommodating social distancing etc. It is likely that 
passengers will have to wear face coverings within 
the airport. To get up to date details about changes 
go to the airport website, www.birminghamairport.
co.uk.

As had been planned, a sub- group of the ACC is  
being set up to review the Noise Action Plan, which 
includes both Day and Night-time Noise. 

Lilla Baker 
communityservices@knowlesociety.org.uk

Knowle 739073C
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VE DAY FOUR PAGE FEATURE
On 7th May 1945, at Reims in France, General 

Dwight Eisenhower accepted the unconditional 
surrender of remaining German forces, ending the war 
in Europe.  

At 7.40pm that evening, Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill made the official announcement in a broadcast 
to the nation and announced that the following day, 
Tuesday 8th May “will be treated as Victory in Europe 
Day and will be regarded as a holiday”.

It was the end of a conflict on European soil that had 
involved countries across the globe in almost six years 
of war. It had cost the lives of millions, destroyed homes 
and even cities and suffering to entire populations. 

That evening, dancing and singing broke out across 
the globe. Across Britain, bonfires were lit, bands took 
to the march and bells rang. From villages to cities, lights 
went on under the night sky after five years of black-out. 
Churches were filled as services were quickly organised 
and pubs filled with revellers.

Throughout 8th May the celebrations continued as 
bunting, flags and rosettes came out. Long tables were 
set up for people, some dressed in red, white and blue, 
to mark the victory with street parties and more dancing 
and singing. 

In Knowle, 7th May saw bonfires, the bells were 
heard for the first time since the war had started and 
rang for almost two hours. Our Parish Church was full 
of worshippers and a team from nearby RAF Honiley 
(now the Land Rover test track at Fen End) arranged for 
the Church to be illuminated with spotlights. 

The following day gave the opportunity for families to 
join with neighbours in street parties, making the most 
of their store cupboards to make the tables heave despite 
the privations of rationing.

The following Sunday, 13th May, saw a Parade of 330 
uniformed personnel from the Royal British Legion to 
the Church for a Thanksgiving Service that resulted in 
great difficulty fitting everyone in.

Bonfire in Front Meadow, Knowle - 7 May 1945
(Photo: Knowle Society Archive)

Ruth Lowe

Knowle Parish Church Illuminated - 7 May 1945
(Photo: Knowle Society Archive)

Street Party in Hampton Road, Knowle - 8 May 1945
(Photo: Knowle Society Archive)

Members from Knowle join Home Guard Party at Solihull Manor House
(Photo: Knowle Society Archive)
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Thanksgiving Parade, High Street, Knowle - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade arrives at Knowle Parish Church - 13 May 1945
((Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade entering Knowle Parish Church - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade entering Knowle Parish Church - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade, High Street, Knowle - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade entering Knowle Parish Church - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade, High Street, Knowle - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )

Thanksgiving Parade, High Street, Knowle - 13 May 1945
(Still from Cine Film: John G Ratcliff )
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Music Selected to Get ‘In The Mood’ of the Wartime Era
(Photo: Elizabeth Webb)

Even the Patriotic Footwear Came Out
(Photo: Jill Bradbury

Cake Baked and Ready, Mockley Wood Road 
(Photo: Katie Price)   

Carrying the Vintage Flag on Warwick Road
(Photo: Jill Bradbury)   

Bunting Up and Ready, Barton Drive  
  (Photo: Janine McMahon)

Mollie and Sophie Eagle in Red, White and Blue,   
     Tilehouse Green Lane            (Photo: Becky Eagle)

Janet Cottell, Sporting 40s Style Dress  
Pettyfields Close      (Photo: Elizabeth Webb)

Kulwant Kali-Rai, Afternon Tea in the Garden    
Lady Byron Lane        (Photo: Surjit Kali-Rai)

On 8th May this year, VE Day 75, Knowle’s eager 
photographers were out in force to capture the 

great atmosphere which reflected the spirit of those 
celebrations of 75 years earlier.

The baking done, sandwiches filled, the bunting and 
flags hung, tables out and drinks chilled, all was ready 
for neighbours to come out front and party in the street.

Steve Chaplin and his US Army vehicle seemed to 
visit and bring cheer to each and every party across 
the village and the atmosphere was brought alive with 
music, sometimes live, sometimes recorded.

For a very few, there was an opportunity to recall 
and relive a day lived 75 years ago. For the youngest, an 
chance to learn ... and, for all, to give thanks!
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The Table is Set, Tea is Served, Pettyfields Close
(Photo: Jill Bradbury)

Derek Chaplin on Parade with the Army Truck, Mockley Wood Road
(Photo: Katie Price)

Our President, Peter Ewin, Joins the Party, Chantry Heath Crescent
(Photo: Betty Ewin)

Rhys Edwards entertains in Pettyfields Close with his Euphonium
(Photo: Knowle Jill Bradbury)

Sophia and Jake Weale with their military transport, Crabmill Close
(Photo: Jonathan Weale)

Neighbours Raising a Glass in Celebration, Slade Grove
(Photo: Jo Purdy)

Celebration Afternoon Tea, Elderberry Blacks Style
(Photo: Susie Keohane)

Even the Cupcakes are Red, White and Blue in Slade Grove
(Photo: Jo Purdy)
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Farewell to Adrian, Stalwart of the Natural Environment Team

Adrian Jickells was a stalwart member of the Natural 
Environment Committee, a true gentleman and a 
kind and generous friend. 

During my time as chairman of the Natural 
Environment Committee his expertise, energy 
and tenacity meant that our projects proceeded as 
planned. Adrian could be relied on to complete any 
task he agreed to and volunteered his time willingly. 
He created the photobook to record the bulb planting. 

He was very supportive of all the team, keeping 
problems in perspective and finding solutions. We 
will all miss him and his ever present winning smile. 

Our condolences go to his wife, Glenna and 
daughter Lisa. Any donations in memory of Adrian 
can be made to either Myeloma UK or Cancer 
Research UK.

Liz Hulse

Adrian Jickells

When We Record a Success, It Makes It Worthwhile
as policy change makes more work for our Planning Committee 

The Planning Committee has continued to be 
busy over the past three months looking at the 

many and varied planning applications received by 
Solihull Council.

From time to time it seems, from the number of 
applications to which we have commented without 
having any influence on the outcome, that we no 
longer have the impact we had made in the past.

Having said that, from time to time our input does 
have a positive effect, especially when, with Ward 
Councillors’ support, we have an application put to 
the Council’s own Planning Committee. That is seen 
as a big ‘plus’ by the Society’s members.

As I may have mentioned in the past, the over-riding 
problem is the lack of adequate provision included 
in the Council’s current Local Plan to satisfactorily 
demonstrate a realistic and feasible five-year supply 
of land for the number of dwellings being proposed 
by the Council to satisfy Government figures.

Consequently, at every opportunity, when more 
dwellings can be provided by small applications (of 
anything up to nine dwellings), we are on a ‘hiding to 
nothing’ unless we can satisfactorily prove otherwise 
to the Council.  

In addition, the Neighbourhood Plan ‘micro-
policies’ for Knowle (clarifying the Council’s ‘macro-
policies’ in the Local Plan) mean more applications 
and considerations having to be examined by us. 

As Government Policy is for Councils to try to 
determine applications within the statutory period, 
without extensions of time being given, more 
applications are being determined by officers, rather 
than presented to the Council’s Committee. 

As a result, our original remit has moved on apace 
from what it was perhaps just five years ago. 
Unfortunately, as a result of this Government Policy, 
the more applications we consider the less influence 
we seem to assert on the decision.

There are, however, the odd successes, even when 
an application we have objected to is subjected to 
an Appeal. An example is a recent application for 
a change of use from non-residential to residential 
use for a small building at the end of a long track 
over fields in Elvers Green Lane.  Such a success 
compensates us, even if in a small way, and makes our 
efforts worthwhile.        

I can only say ‘thank you’ to all the Society’s 
Committee members for their efforts and support 
during these difficult times

Meanwhile, stay safe everyone and hopefully it 
will not be too long before we see you again.

Andrew Marston
planning@knowlesociety.org.uk 

Knowle 774082
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Positive Response from Members to our NHS Appeal
Local hospital medics, patients and families benefit from generosity

A huge thank you from the Society and the Solihull 
Hospital Charity to all of those who responded 

to the Appeal we jointly launched in April and which 
will close at the end of June.

As the Coronavirus crisis built up, the Charity 
needed additional funding for priority items such 
as comfortable chairs for front-line medical staff 
needing a break, activity packs for recovering 
patients, wifi enabled tablets to help patients keep in 
touch and bereavement boxes to comfort families in 
their time of loss.

Our former Chairman, Bill Bohanna, identified this 
as a way in which the Society could respond to the 
pandemic. At the end of June a total of £1,325 plus 
Gift Aid had been raised thanks to your contributions.

FastAid Launch Funding Appeal in the Wake of the Pandemic

Village Shops Need our Support Following Long Shutdown
By the time this Newsletter arrives through your 
letterboxes, we hope that almost all of our shops, 
restaurants and other businesses will be open again. 

However, not only will the shutdown have had its 
costs in terms of lost revenue, the new demands of 
distancing infection control will hit profitability.

Reduced capacity for customers, deep cleaning, 
quarantining stock handled whilst browsing, 
precautionary equipment, and so on, all have a 
cost. All of which adds to local concerns about the 
sustainability of our village centre and the potential 
for more empty shops.

So, we make no apology for saying again: “Shop 
local. Use ‘em or lose ‘em!” Carly’s put out the balloons ready for re-opening - June 15th

Local ambulance emergency response support 
charity, FastAid, has launched an appeal for urgent 
crowdfunding support to sustain their life-saving 
service.

The seven volunteers in Arden Team provide a fast, 
local response to 999 calls, which are relayed by 
the Ambulance Service.  They answer around 400 
emergencies per year and are usually the first to 
arrive.  The time saved can be critical.  As we are all 
gratefully aware, the past months have been tough 
enough for all in the NHS.

Area team coordinator, Terry Flower explains: 
“We receive no external funding.  We normally raise 
money by supporting local community groups with 
first aid cover at events, in return for donations.  

“The cancellation of so many events during the 
pandemic has left us without income, but we still 
have to meet the cost of running our scheme car and 
maintaining our vital equipment. We also look after 
local public access defibrillators and provide free 
training in life support. 

“We must continue our life-saving role. We would, 
therefore, ask any member of Knowle Society who 
would like to help us to bridge the funding gap to 
visit www.totalgiving.co.uk/donate/fastaid, please.”
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It is challenging, in these altered times, to find a 
walking route on our footpaths and canal towpaths 

that allows for passing others at ‘social distance’ and 
for not touching any of the hard surfaces of gates and 
stiles, where others have had their hands before.

So here is an interesting local route, of two and a 
half miles, which allows for these restrictions. It sets 
out from the parking area of our park. There are a 
couple of very short, narrow sections, but they are 
straight and others can be seen approaching.

 From the car park, walk to the bottom corner 
of the park and then turn left at the fork in the path 
beyond. This takes you into a leg of Starbold Crescent. 
From here, follow the footpath straight ahead into 
Hillmorton Road. 

Passing into Purnells Way and a short distance up the 
hill, a right turn into one of its offshoots leads to a 
footpath through to the end of Trehern Close.

This leads in turn to Hallcroft Way, where a left 
turn takes you to cross Tilehouse Green Lane and 
slightly left into Morgrove Avenue. At its end you 
will see, slightly right, the grass footpath that leads 
down to the duckpond (pictured left). 

Take the footpath to the right by the pond and 
follow it down an avenue of trees to cross Willowbank 
Road and join another grassy footpath on the opposite 
bank of the small stream.

Further on, where this bears sharp right, you will 
find an ancient moat to your left. To have a moated 
house was an in thing at one time, it kept out the 
unwanted, including damp! The fine house that this 
one surrounded is long gone, but the moat is well 
preserved and you now follow it up to Browns Lane. 

Turning right here and right again into Tilehouse 
Green Lane you will pass three historic cottage 
homes before turning back into Hallcroft Way. 

The first, Marlpits Cottage is over 150 years old, 
the third, Oak Cottage, is about 300 years old. In 
between these, opposite Longdon Road, nos 52/54 
Tilehouse Green Lane are a pair of cottages, about 
200 years old, now combined into a single home. 

At the end of Hallcroft Way, you will find a path 
leading down to Ullenhall Road, from which an arm 
of Landor Road leads back to the park.

Discovering the Ancient Moat via Knowle’s Footpaths
Our walking series focuses on a local ‘social distance friendly’ stroll

Local W
alk



At this very difficult time, I hope you are coping as well as you can with the restrictions.  
I particularly hope that you and your families are all well.

We are glad to welcome the following new Members since the last Newsletter and 
hope they will get involved in the life of the Society:

A Membership Update - Welcoming New Members
and how all of our Members can keep in touch

Mr & Mrs A Paintain
Mrs K A Wright 

Mr & Mrs K Kali-Rai
Mr & Mrs McCourt

Mr & Mrs S Rainer     

The Knowle Society 

We have over 2800 members; 
can you encourage your 
friends and neighbours to 
join too? This may be done 
either by contacting the 
Membership Secretary or 
through an application 
form on our website (address 
below).

Established to maintain the 
character of the Village.

Website and Social 
Media: 

www.knowlesociety.org.uk

www.facebook.com/ 
           KnowleSociety

Membership:
Leighton Jones
23 Newton Road, Knowle
B93 9HL
01564 773894
membership@
knowlesociety.org.uk

In this issue
1. VE Day 75 in Knowle
2. From the Chairman
3. Local History
4. Community Services
5-8. VE Day and VE Day 75 
            Special Pull-out
9. Planning
9. Obituary
10. NHS/FastAid Appeals
10. Shops Re-opening 
11. Walk - Ancient Moat
12. Membership

The Knowle Society is a
company limited by 
guarantee, registered 
number 05514023. 
Registered Charity number 
1111085.

If you know of any new neighbours or friends who might like to support us by becoming 
members, please let me know.

Talking of the last Newsletter, the April edition was due to go out just before Lockdown, 
with every distribution round covered.  THEN – Oh dear, who amongst the usual 
distributors would be able to do their rounds?  Sixteen were unavailable and I do not have 
that number of reserves.  

An appeal in the MailChimp email post turned up trumps, with just enough extras, 
including several of the new members.  MANY thanks to them all, I was sorted.  However, 
as it became clear that it would not be a good idea to ask people to wander the streets 
stuffing Newsletters through letterboxes, we decided to hold off distribution until things 
improved, which is why you will have received it late.  We hope it was still interesting and 
reasonably current.

Even when we can get them out on time, the problem with a quarterly Newsletter 
is that it cannot cope with fast moving events, such as the period we are going through.  
There is an answer though, the MailChimp email system I mentioned above.  This enables 
me to update you between Newsletters with Society activities and other urgent matters of 
local interest.  Examples of the sort of things that have been in the recent ones are: 

• Changes to services at Solihull Hospital;
• Photographs of VE day 1945;
• Changes to shop and restaurant openings;
• Car park charges suspended;
• How to get help while isolating and shielding;
• Changes to refuse and green waste collections;
• A Council proposal to restrict traffic in the High Street.

Judging by the number of times these emails are opened, they are much appreciated.  
However, due to privacy rules, I can only send them to those Members for whom we have 
an email address and who have ‘opted-in’.  If you are not getting them and would like to try 
them out, please email me at the address below and I will add you to the circulation list.  If 
you then decide you no longer want to continue, it is easy to ‘unsubscribe’.

Even if you do not wish to receive these emails, it would be very helpful if we could 
have an email address for you which would only be used to contact you directly about your 
membership. If you are not sure if you have supplied your email (or have changed it at any 
time), please email me.

Very best wishes and keep safe.
Leighton Jones, Knowle 773894

membership@knowlesociety.org.uk

Editor: Dave Pinwell, 07500 081216
newsletter@knowlesociety.org.uk

Distribution: Anne Smith, 01564 
779120, distribution@knowlesociety.org.uk

Proof-readers: David Bower, Maria 
Brown, Leighton Jones
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all the way back to January 1963, are 
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              www.knowlesociety.org.uk
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